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Profile Details Key Works 

Lee Yi Xuan 

Fine Art 

Bachelor of Arts 

(Honours) Fine Art 

State of Mind 

State of Mind aims to bring more light to the subject of mental health. In art therapy, circles are commonly used to help 

clients process and express their innermost feelings on a deeper level. Often, we come to experience overwhelming 

emotions that are difficult to contain. When submerged in a situation with no words to describe such feelings, the 

notion of ‘drawing in a circle’ provides a visual containment to vocalise those feelings and thoughts. The act of 

'scribbling' within the circle is a representation of the artist's contained state of mind. When words fail to describe such 

feelings, the scribbling process allows the artist to confront her inner chaos. State of Mind, might be pleasing to look at 

but it reveals a more violent nature upon closer inspection. 



Ng Shi Hui Sarah 

3D Design 

Diploma in Design 

(Furniture & 

Spatial) 

Lean 

Lean is a furniture piece that mimics habitual postures of people sitting. Leaning against the side of seats is a gesture 

that many of us would usually result to after sitting down for a while. It is a comfortable posture that many people 

would be familiar with. The furniture piece has a slant curve that has multiple uses at the side, it can be used as a side 

panel to aid in different types of sitting positions. The slight curves all around the furniture piece gives the entire 

furniture a softer outlook, not taking away the key feature of the furniture which is the curved slant from the tabletop. It 

has a mixture of different mediums which complement each other while giving the entire piece a sleek and 

comfortable look. 



Eunice Heng 

Design & Media 

Bachelor of Arts 

(Hons) Design & 

Media 

白菊舍 (White Space) [https://www.behance.net/gallery/106167755/WhiteSpace] 

白菊舍 (White Space) is a funeral service brand experience aiming to help people understand that death is not a taboo 

topic and to guide people to embrace death. The design concept offers grieving families and loved ones a peace of 

mind through a planned, healing, meaningful and personalised funeral – providing a support system post-loss. 

https://www.behance.net/gallery/106167755/WhiteSpace


Marianne Priscilla 

Fashion Studies 

Diploma in Fashion 

Design 

BUNGLON 

BUNGLON' S/S 22 is a collection inspired by the rainbow-colored lizards, Panther Chameleons. Panther Chameleons 

are known for their remarkable ability to perform complex and rapid colour changes during social interactions. This 

collection hopes to challenge the wearers' habits and pushes them to be different every day. 




